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Why do we do that? Questions

1. Sometimes our teacher doesn’t correct our speaking mistakes. Why
not?

2. Why does our teacher correct some mistakes and not others?

3. Why do we have to work in groups?

4. Sometimes our teacher just listens while we talk. Why?

5. Why doesn’t our teacher give us lots of words to learn?

6. Why does our teacher make us write examples for the new words we
learn?

7. Why doesn’t our teacher teach us all the grammar rules?

8. Sometimes our teacher doesn’t know the answer. Why?

9. Why do we have so many tests?

10.Why don’t we have more tests?

11.Why does our teacher ask us about our weekend?

12.Why do we have to correct each other’s work?

13.Why does our teacher tell us we will never finish learning English?

14.Why do we miss some pages in our coursebook?
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15.Why do we always have homework?

16.Why do we have to correct our own mistakes in writing? Why doesn’t
our teacher just correct them for us?

17.Why do we have to correct other people’s mistakes? Why doesn’t
our teacher just correct them?

18.Why don’t we learn British English?

19.Why doesn’t our teacher translate words we don’t understand?

20.Why doesn’t our teacher explain difficult things in our language?

21.Why do we have to repeat words again and again in a big group?

22.Why do we have to get up and move around?

23.Why do we always have to change partners?

24.Why does our teacher tell us to use a dictionary?

25.Why do we check homework with other people first, then with the
teacher?
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